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Language is an accumulation
of shared meaning

David Gray
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•Watching & learning
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if (chair) then ...



if (chair) then ...
if (red chair) then ...
if (3-legged chair) then ...

if (wood chair) then ...
if (knee chair) then ...

if (plastic chair) then ...

if (broken chair) then ...



NEURAL NETWORKS



NEURAL NETWORKS
ARE PATTERN-
RECOGNITION

MACHINES.



NEURAL NETWORKS
DO THESE THINGS

• Train incrementally
• Are resilient to noisy input
• Recognize novel patterns



PERCEPTRON
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PATTERN RECOGNITION

•Is not only fundamental to 
language...

•... but underlies every facet of 
cognition.



PATTERN RECOGNITION

•When we start to observe 
patterns, it is natural for humans to 
start extrapolating these patterns

•This is why we’re here right now!
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PERCEPTIONS & LAYERS
•“Output” nodes of one pair of layers can be 
the “input” nodes of another pair of layers

•—and the network doesn’t know that this 
input is “internal” or “external”

•—which means that internal representations 
can work just the same way as physical 
sensory perceptions!



PERCEPTIONS & LAYERS

•Activation of the “wolf ” node recalls its 
features

•gives rise to the sense of that node as 
representing “wolfness.”



The ability of the network to 
flexibly activate the “wolf” node 
gives rise to the sense of that 

node as representing “wolfness.”


